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Write for Your Life
You've eaten too much candy at Christmasbut have you ever eaten the face off a six-footstuffed Santa? You've seen
gingerbread housesbut have you ever made your own gingerbread tenement? You've woken up with a hangoverbut have
you ever woken up next to Kris Kringle himself? Augusten Burroughs has, and in this caustically funny, nostalgic, poignant,
and moving collection he recounts Christmases past and present—as only he could. With gimleteyed wit and illuminated
prose, Augusten shows how the holidays bring out the worst in us and sometimes, just sometimes, the very, very best.

Dry
La nina seria, the serious child. That’s how Consuelo’s mother has cast her pensive, book-loving daughter, while Consuelo’s
younger sister, Mili, is seen as vivacious—a ray of tropical sunshine. Two daughters: one dark, one light; one to offer
comfort and consolation, the other to charm and delight. But something is not right in this Puerto Rican family. Coming of
age when American influence threatens to dilute the island’s traditional Spanish customs as well as to harm, perhaps
irreparably, its fragile ecology, Consuelo watches her family and culture being torn asunder—much like the island itself. “A
bittersweet tale of the price one pays to reinvent the story handed down by one’s antepasados and familia. Consuelo is
both herself and every mujer, and her story her own and that of her island, torn between self-discovery and safety.” —Julia
Alvarez, author of How the Garcia Girls Lost Their Accents

Cage of Stars
Written in side-splitting and often cringe-inducing detail, Paul Feig takes you in a time machine to a world of bombardment
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by dodge balls, ill-fated prom dates, hellish school bus rides, and other aspects of public school life that will keep you
laughing in recognition and occasionally sighing in relief that you aren’t him. Kick Me is a nostalgic trip for the inner geek in
all of us.

Waking the Witch
'Sellevision' is America's premier retail broadcasting network, and presenter Max Andrews is the jewel in its broadcasting
crown. But when the handsome (and lonely and gay) Max accidentally exposes himself in front of sixty million kids the
channel faces its biggest scandal. No-one at the network will emerge untarnished as a result of Max's gaping bathrobe
during the Slumber Sunday Sundown slot

Sellevision
12-year-old Veronica Swan's idyllic life in a close-knit Mormon community is shattered when her two younger sisters are
brutally murdered. Although her parents find the strength to forgive the deranged killer, Scott Early, Veronica cannot do the
same. Years later, she sets out alone to avenge her sisters' deaths, dropping her identity and severing ties in the process.
As she closes in on Early, Veronica will discover the true meaning of sin and compassion, before she makes a decision that
will change her and her family's lives forever.

Turn Around Bright Eyes
A collection of personal writings features observations on such topics as a contest of wills with a deranged cleaning lady,
the emotional side of killing a rodent in one's home, and the brief fame that accompanies starring in a commercial.

This Is How
A definitive compilation of essays and nonfiction writings spanning more than forty years includes the author's reflections
on politics, lifestyle, place, and cultural figures, including her studies of Haight-Ashbury, the Manson family, the Black
Panthers, California earthquakes, Bill Clinton and Kenneth Starr, and much more.

I Like You
How to Sell Your Memoir: 12 Steps to a Perfect Book Proposal offers memoirists an easy-to-follow formula to create a
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winning book proposal that will attract agents and editors. Brooke Warner is a former acquiring editor and current publisher
who breaks the nonfiction proposal into three editorial components and three marketing components. This ebook includes a
section about platform—and an explanation of why memoirists need one and how they can build one—as well as real
samples from authors who have sold their memoirs to traditional publishers off their proposals. Find easy-to-follow
templates and smart tips for navigating agents and publishers, along with best practices memoirists can’t afford not to
know!

The Mexican Mafia
She thought she’d have more time. Laurie Notaro figured she had at least a few good years left. But no–it’s happened. She
has officially lost her marbles. From the kid at the pet-food store checkout line whose coif is so bizarre it makes her seethe
“I’m going to kick his hair’s ass!” to the hapless Sears customer-service rep on the receiving end of her Campaign of Terror,
no one is safe from Laurie’s wrath. Her cranky side seems to have eaten the rest of her–inner-thigh Chub Rub and all. And
the results are breathtaking. Her riffs on e-mail spam (“With all of these irresistible offers served up to me on a plate, I
WANT A PENIS NOW!!”), eBay (“There should be an eBay wading pool, where you can only bid on Precious Moments
figurines and Avon products, that you have to make it through before jumping into the deep end”), and the perils of St.
Patrick’s Day (“When I’m driving, the last thing I need is a herd of inebriates darting in and out of traffic like loaded
chickens”) are the stuff of legend. And for Laurie, it’s all true. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Unabrow
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “As sweet and funny and sad and true and heartfelt a memoir as one could find.” —from the
foreword by Augusten Burroughs Ever since he was young, John Robison longed to connect with other people, but by the
time he was a teenager, his odd habits—an inclination to blurt out non sequiturs, avoid eye contact, dismantle radios, and
dig five-foot holes (and stick his younger brother, Augusten Burroughs, in them)—had earned him the label “social deviant.”
It was not until he was forty that he was diagnosed with a form of autism called Asperger’s syndrome. That understanding
transformed the way he saw himself—and the world. A born storyteller, Robison has written a moving, darkly funny memoir
about a life that has taken him from developing exploding guitars for KISS to building a family of his own. It’s a strange, sly,
indelible account—sometimes alien yet always deeply human.

Magical Thinking
An advertising executive remembers his childhood with his eccentric foster family and his early adulthood experiences of
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trying to establish an independent life for himself. By the author of Running with Scissors. Reader's Guide available. Reprint.

We Thought You Would Be Prettier
From the million-copy bestselling author of Running with Scissors comes Augusten Burroughs's most provocative collection
yet. This book is approved for consumption by those seeking pleasure, escape, amusement, enlightenment, or general
distraction. This book is not approved to treat disorders such as eBay addiction or incessant blind dating. In studies, some
people reported inappropriate, convulsive laughter, a tingling sensation in the limbs, and sudden gasping. Fewer than 1
percent reported narcolepsy. Doll collectors may experience special sensitivity, as may discourteous drivers, candycompany brand managers, and nicotine-gum users. This book has been shown to be especially helpful to those with
parents, grandparents, life partners, and incontinent dogs. People with dry, cracked skin have responded well to this book,
as have people with certain heart conditions. Do not operate heavy machinery while reading this book, until you know what
effects it may have on you. This text is contraindicated in those suffering from certain psychiatric disorders, including---but
not limited to---readers afflicted with anhedonia, which is the inability to experience pleasure. Ask your doctor about
Possible Side Effects.

Toil & Trouble
“Kevin Connolly has used an unusual physical circumstance to create a gripping work of art. This deeply affecting memoir
will place him in the company of Jeanette Walls and Augusten Burroughs.” — Sara Gruen, author of Water for Elephants
“Charming … Connolly recounts growing up a scrappy Montana kid—one who happened to be born without legs [Double
Take] makes for an empowering read.” — People As featured on 20/20, NPR, and in the Washington Post: Kevin Connolly is
a young man born without legs who travels the world—by skateboard, with his camera—on his “Rolling Exhibition,”
snapping pictures of peoples’ reactions to him… and finds out along the way what it truly means to be human.

The Meaning of Consuelo
The Tenth Anniversary Edition of the New York Times bestselling book that has sold over half a million copies in paperback.
"I was addicted to "Bewitched" as a kid. I worshipped Darren Stevens the First. When he'd come home from work and
Samantha would say, ‘Darren, would you like me to fix you a drink?' He'd always rest his briefcase on the table below the
mirror in the foyer, wipe his forehead with a monogrammed handkerchief and say, ‘Better make it a double.'" (from Chapter
Two) You may not know it, but you've met Augusten Burroughs. You've seen him on the street, in bars, on the subway, at
restaurants: a twentysomething guy, nice suit, works in advertising. Regular. Ordinary. But when the ordinary person had
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two drinks, Augusten was circling the drain by having twelve; when the ordinary person went home at midnight, Augusten
never went home at all. Loud, distracting ties, automated wake-up calls and cologne on the tongue could only hide so much
for so long. At the request (well, it wasn't really a request) of his employers, Augusten lands in rehab, where his dreams of
group therapy with Robert Downey Jr. are immediately dashed by grim reality of fluorescent lighting and paper hospital
slippers. But when Augusten is forced to examine himself, something actually starts to click and that's when he finds
himself in the worst trouble of all. Because when his thirty days are up, he has to return to his same drunken Manhattan
life—and live it sober. What follows is a memoir that's as moving as it is funny, as heartbreaking as it is true. Dry is the
story of love, loss, and Starbucks as a Higher Power.

Colors Insulting to Nature
"Barbara Sapergia has one foot on the prairie and one foot in the future. Dry is a literate and thoughtful speculation about
the local costs of global warming, and the persistence of our human connection to the place we call home." Candas Jane
Dorsey, from the bookjacket.

Da Vinci's Ghost
Growing up, Una LaMarche was as smart as she was awkward. She was blessed with a precocious intellect, a love of all
things pop-culture and a seriously bushy monobrow. Adversity (and plucking) made her stronger and funnier, and now Una
has written a hilarious take on the coming-of-age genre by doling out all the advice she wishes her mother had given her.
Described as the literary lovechild of Nora Ephron (who wrote When Harry Met Sally) and Jenny Lawson (infamous blogger
at The Bloggess), LaMarche is sure to find a receptive audience in anyone who likes to laugh.

This Is How
It has been called the most dangerous gang in American history. In Los Angeles alone it is responsible for over 100
homicides per year. Although it has fewer than 300 members, it controls a 40,000-strong street army that is eager to
advance its agenda. It waves the flag of the Black Hand and its business is murder. Although known on the streets for over
fifty years, the Mexican Mafia has flown under the radar of public awareness and has flourished beneath a deep cover of
secrecy. Members are forbidden even to acknowledge its existence. For the first time in its history, the Mexican Mafia is
now getting the attention it has been striving to avoid. In this briskly written and thoroughly researched book, Tony Rafael
looks at the birth and the blood-soaked growth of this criminal enterprise through the eyes of the victims, the dropouts, the
cops and DAs on the front lines of the war against the Mexican Mafia. The first book ever published on the subject, Southern
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Soldiers is a pioneering work that unveils the operations of this California prison gang and describes how it grew from a
small clique of inmates into a transnational criminal organization. As the first prison gang ever to project its power beyond
prison walls, the Mexican Mafia controls virtually every Hispanic neighborhood in Southern California and is rapidly
expanding its influence into the entire Southwest, across the East Coast, and even into Canada. Riding a wave of unchecked
immigration and seemingly beyond the reach of law enforcement, the Mexican Mafia is poised to become the Cosa Nostra
of twenty-first-century America.

Kick Me
The inspiration for the TV show At Home with Amy Sedaris, here is a hilarious, helpful, and informative guide on how to
entertain. Are you lacking direction in how to whip up a swanky soiree for lumberjacks? A dinner party for white-collar
workers? A festive gathering for the grieving? Don't despair! Take a cue from entertaining expert Amy Sedaris and host an
unforgettable fete that will have your guests raving. No matter the style or size of the gathering - from the straightforward
to the bizarre - I LIKE YOU provides jackpot recipes and solid advice laced with Amy's blisteringly funny take on
entertaining, plus four-color photos and enlightening sidebars on everything it takes to pull off a party with extraordinary
flair. You don't even need to be a host or hostess to benefit - Amy offers tips for guests, too! (Rule number one: don't be
fifteen minutes early.) Readers will discover unique dishes to serve alcoholics ("Broiled Frozen Chicken Wings with
Applesauce"), the secret to a successful children's party (a half-hour time limit, games included), plus a whole appendix
chock-full of arts and crafts ideas (from a mini-pantyhose plant-hanger to a do-it-yourself calf stretcher), and much, much
more! "In At Home with Amy Sedaris, Ms. Sedaris offers deliriously twisted takes on the homemaking skills she skewered in
her books I Like You and Simple Times." -- The New York Times AmySedarisRocks.com Instagram.com/AmySedaris
Facebook.com/AmySedarisOfficial Youtube.com/OfficialAmySedaris

Running with Scissors
From the number-one bestselling author of Running with Scissors and Dry comes TAKE FIVE, a mini collection of true stories
that give voice to the thoughts that we all have but dare not mention—stories that shine a flashlight into both dark and
hilarious places. TAKE FIVE includes the following four favorite previously-published essays plus one brand-new, never-beenpublished essay by Augusten Burroughs: --MINT THRESHOLD --UNCLEAR SAILING --COMMERICAL BREAK --DEBBIE'S
REQUIREMENTS --SWAN SONG (new!)

Name All the Animals
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From the number one New York Times bestselling author comes another stunning memoir that is tender, touchingand just a
little spooky. "Here’s a partial list of things I don’t believe in: God. The Devil. Heaven. Hell. Bigfoot. Ancient Aliens. Past
lives. Life after death. Vampires. Zombies. Reiki. Homeopathy. Rolfing. Reflexology. Note that 'witches' and 'witchcraft' are
absent from this list. The thing is, I wouldn’t believe in them, and I would privately ridicule any idiot who did, except for one
thing: I am a witch." For as long as Augusten Burroughs could remember, he knew things he shouldn't have known. He
manifested things that shouldn't have come to pass. And he told exactly no one about this, save one person: his mother.
His mother reassured him that it was all perfectly normal, that he was descended from a long line of witches, going back to
the days of the early American colonies. And that this family tree was filled with witches. It was a bond that he and his
mother shared--until the day she left him in the care of her psychiatrist to be raised in his family (but that's a whole other
story). After that, Augusten was on his own. On his own to navigate the world of this tricky power; on his own to either use
or misuse this gift. From the hilarious to the terrifying, Toil & Trouble is a chronicle of one man's journey to understand
himself, to reconcile the powers he can wield with things with which he is helpless. There are very few things that are
coincidences, as you will learn in Toil & Trouble. Ghosts are real, trees can want to kill you, beavers are the spawn of Satan,
houses are alive, and in the end, love is the most powerful magic of all.

You Better Not Cry
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Running With Scissors comes a groundbreaking book by Augusten
Burroughs that explores how to survive what you think you can't. If you're fat and fail every diet, if you're thin but can't get
thin enough, if you lose your job, if your child dies, if you are diagnosed with cancer, if you always end up with exactly the
wrong kind of person, if you always end up alone, if you can't get over the past, if your parents are insane and ruining your
life, if you really and truly wish you were dead, if you feel like it's your destiny to be a star, if you believe life has a grudge
against you, if you don't want to have sex with your spouse and don't know why, if you feel so ashamed, if you're lost in life,
if you have ever wondered, How am I supposed to survive this? This is How.

Memoirs of an Amnesiac
Based on Lawrence Block's extremely popular seminar for writers. Discover Block's tips for overcoming writer's block and
unleashing your creativity.

Look Me in the Eye
For Georgia, the more things change, the more they stay the same. Just when she thought she was the official one-and-only
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girlfriend of Masimo, he's walked off into the night with the full hump, leaving Georgia all aloney on her owney-again. All
because Dave the Laugh tried to do fisticuffs at dawn with him! Two boys fighting over Georgia? It's almost as romantic as
Romeo and Juliet . . . though perhaps a touch less tragic. It's time for Georgia to get to the bottom (oo-er) of this Dave the
Laugh spontaneous puckering business once and for all. It's like they always say: If you snog a mate in the forest of red
bottomosity and no one is around to see it, is he still a mate? Or is he something more?

We Tell Ourselves Stories in Order to Live
Journalist and storyteller Toby Lester brings Vitruvian Man to life, resurrecting the ghost of an unknown Leonardo. Populated
by a colorful cast of characters, including Brunelleschi of the famous Dome, "Da Vinci's Ghost" opens up a surprising
window onto the artist and philosopher himself and the tumultuous intellectual and cultural transformations he bridged.

A Wolf at the Table
The instant New York Times bestseller Lust: 1. intense sexual desire or appetite 2.a passionate or overmastering desire or
craving 3.ardent enthusiasm; zest; relish. Wonder: 1. something strange and surprising; a cause of surprise,
astonishment,or admiration 2. the emotion excited by what is strange and surprising; a feeling of surprised or puzzled
interest, sometimes tinged with admiration 3. a miraculous deed or event; remarkable phenomenon From the beloved #1
New York Times bestselling author comes an intimate look at the driving forces in one man’s life. With Augusten's unique
and singular observations and his own unabashed way of detailing both the horrific and the humorous, Lust and Wonder is a
hilariously frank memoir that his legions of fans have been waiting for. His story began in Running with Scissors, endured
through Dry, and continues with this memoir, the capstone to the life of Augusten Burroughs. Funny, sweet, alarming, and
ultimately, moving and tender, Lust & Wonder is an experience of a book that will resonate with anyone who has loved and
lost and loved again.

Take Five: Four Favorite Essays Plus One Never-Been-Seen Essay
Once upon a time I was falling apart. Now I'm always falling in love. Pick up the microphone. When Rob Sheffield moved to
New York City in the summer of 2001, he was a young widower trying to start a new life in a new town. Behind, in the past,
was his life as a happily married rock critic, with a wife he adored, and a massive collection of mix tapes that captured their
life together. And then, in a flash, all he had left were the tapes. Beyoncé , Bowie, Bon Jovi, Benatar . . . One night, some
friends dragged him to a karaoke bar in the West Village. A night out was a rare occasion for Rob back then. Turn around
Somehow, that night in a karaoke bar turned into many nights, in many karaoke bars. Karaoke became a way out, a way to
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escape the past, a way to be someone else if only for the span of a three-minute song. Discovering the sublime
ridiculousness of karaoke, despite the fact that he couldn't carry a tune, he began to find his voice. Turn around And then
the unexpected happened. A voice on the radio got Rob's attention. The voice came attached to a woman who was unlike
anyone he'd ever met before. A woman who could name every constellation in the sky, and every Depeche Mode B side. A
woman who could belt out a mean Bonnie Tyler. Bright Eyes Turn Around Bright Eyes is an emotional journey of hilarity and
heartbreak with a karaoke soundtrack. It's a story about finding the courage to move on, clearing your throat, and letting it
rip. It's a story about navi- gating your way through adult romance. And it's a story about how songs get tangled up in our
deepest emotions, evoking memories of the past while inspiring hope for the future.

Dangerous Minds
In this witty and perceptive debut, a former editor at Psychology Today shows us how magical thinking makes life worth
living. Psychologists have documented a litany of cognitive biases- misperceptions of the world-and explained their positive
functions. Now, Matthew Hutson shows us that even the most hardcore skeptic indulges in magical thinking all the time-and
it's crucial to our survival. Drawing on evolution, cognitive science, and neuroscience, Hutson shows us that magical
thinking has been so useful to us that it's hardwired into our brains. It encourages us to think that we actually have free will.
It helps make us believe that we have an underlying purpose in the world. It can even protect us from the paralyzing
awareness of our own mortality. In other words, magical thinking is a completely irrational way of making our lives make
rational sense. With wonderfully entertaining stories, personal reflections, and sharp observations, Hutson reveals our
deepest fears and longings. He also assures us that it is no accident his surname contains so many of the same letters as
this imprint.

Magical Thinking
Recounts the author's teenage experience of losing her beloved older brother in a car accident, a loss after which she
managed her grief by engaging in self-destructive behaviors until her forbidden love for another girl helped her define
herself beyond her brother's death. Reprint. 50,000 first printing.

The 7 Laws of Magical Thinking
A world class pianist, composer, television and film personality, Levant seemed to know everyone who was anyone. His
career took him from the concert hall to Broadway and Hollywood, to radio and television, to drug addiction and the
psychiatric ward of Mr Sinai hospital. Through a collection of anecdotal vignettes, Levant offers the reader a roller-coaster
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ride through the ups and downs of an often troubled, often brilliant artist and critic of the human condition, let loose on the
uneasy ground where art and commerce overlap.

The Wounded Spirit
An inner-city teacher at Parkmont High School, and former Marine, shares anecdotes about the various creative devices she
used to get her students to learn

Dry
From the #1 bestselling author of Running with Scissors and Dry comes a contagiously funny, heartwarming, shocking,
twisted, and absolutely magical collection. True stories that give voice to the thoughts we all have but dare not mention. It
begins with a Tang Instant Breakfast Drink television commercial when Augusten was seven. Then there is the contest of
wills with the deranged cleaning lady. The execution of a rodent carried out with military precision and utter horror.
Telemarketing revenge. Dating an undertaker and much more. A collection of true stories that are universal in their appeal
yet unabashedly intimate and very funny.

Double Take
"As a little boy, I had a dream that my father had taken me to the woods where there was a dead body. He buried it and
told me I must never tell. It was the only thing we'd ever done together as father and son, and I promised not to tell. But
unlike most dreams, the memory of this one never left me. And sometimesI wasn't altogether sure about one thing: was it
just a dream?" When Augusten Burroughs was small, his father was a shadowy presence in his life: a form on the stairs, a
cough from the basement, a silent figure smoking a cigarette in the dark. As Augusten grew older, something sinister within
his father began to unfurl. Something dark and secretive that could not be named. Betrayal after shocking betrayal ensued,
and Augusten's childhood was over. The kind of father he wanted didn't exist for him. This father was distant, aloof,
uninterested And then the "games" began. With A Wolf at the Table, Augusten Burroughs makes a quantum leap into
untapped emotional terrain: the radical pendulum swing between love and hate, the unspeakably terrifying relationship
between father and son. Told with scorching honesty and penetrating insight, it is a story for anyone who has ever longed
for unconditional love from a parent. Though harrowing and brutal, A Wolf at the Table will ultimately leave you buoyed with
the profound joy of simply being alive. It's a memoir of stunning psychological cruelty and the redemptive power of hope.

Magical Thinking
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From the podcast host of The Witch Wave and practicing witch Pam Grossman—who Vulture has dubbed the “Terry Gross of
witches”—comes an exploration of the world’s fascination with witches, why they have intrigued us for centuries and why
they’re more relevant now than ever. When you think of a witch, what do you picture? Pointy black hat, maybe a
broomstick. But witches in various guises have been with us for millennia. In Waking the Witch, Pam Grossman explores the
impact of the world’s most magical icon. From the idea of the femme fatale in league with the devil to the bewitching pop
culture archetypes in Sabrina the Teenage Witch and Harry Potter; from the spooky ladies in fairy tales to the rise of
contemporary witchcraft, witches reflect the power and potential of women. Part cultural analysis, part memoir, Waking the
Witch traces the author’s own journey on the path to witchcraft, and how this has helped her find self-empowerment and
purpose. It celebrates witches past, present, and future, and reveals the critical role they have played—and will continue to
play—in the world as we know it. “Deftly illuminating the past while beckoning us towards the future, Waking the Witch has
all the makings of a feminist classic. Wise, relatable, and real, Pam Grossman is the witch we need for our times” (Ami
McKay, author of The Witches of New York).

Are These My Basoomas I See Before Me?
The true story of a family's generational battle with alcoholism and drug addiction, "Everything I Never Wanted to Be" is
ultimately an uplifting story that contains valuable lessons for parents and teens, alike.

How to Sell Your Memoir
Now including an excerpt from Lust & Wonder, a new memoir coming in March 2016. Running with Scissors is the true story
of a boy whose mother (a poet with delusions of Anne Sexton) gave him away to be raised by her psychiatrist, a dead-ringer
for Santa and a lunatic in the bargain. Suddenly, at age twelve, Augusten Burroughs found himself living in a dilapidated
Victorian in perfect squalor. The doctor's bizarre family, a few patients, and a pedophile living in the backyard shed
completed the tableau. Here, there were no rules, there was no school. The Christmas tree stayed up until summer, and
Valium was eaten like Pez. And when things got dull, there was always the vintage electroshock therapy machine under the
stairs. Running with Scissors is at turns foul and harrowing, compelling and maniacally funny. But above all, it chronicles an
ordinary boy's survival under the most extraordinary circumstances.

I Am Not Myself These Days
The New York Times bestselling, darkly funny memoirof a young New Yorker's daring dual life—advertising art director by
day,glitter-dripping drag queen and nightclub beauty-pageant hopeful by night—was asmash literary debut for Josh KilmerPage 11/14
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Purcell, now known for his popular PlanetGreen television series The Fabulous Beekman Boys.His story begins here—before
the homemade goat milk soaps and hand-gatheredhoneys, before his memoir of the city mouse’s move to the country,
TheBucolic Plague—in I Am Not Myself These Days, with “plenty of dishy anecdotes and moments of tragi-camp delight”
(WashingtonPost).

Dry
A hilarious and original debut novel that skewers our craze for celebrity.

Lust & Wonder
From the number-one bestselling author of Running with Scissors and Dry comes Augusten Burroughs's most eagerly
anticipated collection yet: true stories that give voice to the thoughts that we all have but dare not mention. It begins with a
Tang Instant-Breakfast Drink television commercial: "Yes, you, Augusten. You were great. We want you." I can now trace my
manic adult tendencies to this moment. It was the first time I felt deeply thrilled about something just a fraction of an
instant after being completely crushed. I believe those three words "We want you" were enough to cause my brain to rewire
itself, and from then on, I would require more than other people.- from Magical Thinking's "Commercial Break" A contest of
wills with a deranged cleaning lady. The execution of a rodent carried out with military precision and utter horror.
Telemarketing revenge. A different kind of "roof work." Dating an undertaker who shows up in a minivan. This is the fabric
of Augusten Burroughs's life: a collection of true stories that are universal in their appeal yet unabashedly intimate, stories
that shine a flashlight into both dark and hilarious places. With Magical Thinking, Augusten Burroughs goes where other
memoirists fear to tread.

Everything I Never Wanted to Be
If you've ever been there,you've never forgotten. The feeling is as haunting and familiar as the smellof a junior high school
locker room. It's the feeling of being undersized or oversized or klutzy or less than beautiful. Of being a nerd or a geek or
just, somehow, different. It's knowing you are vulnerable-and someone is ready and willing to take full advantage of your
weakness by making your life miserable. It's the fraternity you never wanted to join-the fellowship of the wounded spirit.
And bestselling novelist Frank Peretti is a member, too. This book is the haunting true story of pain Frank Peretti never
forgot but never, until recently, shared with the world. It's the story of growing up with a medical condition that left him
disfigured. A series of surgeries and the slow miracle of answered prayer took care of the deformity, but not the
underdeveloped frame or the excruciating reality of being different. And it was for these petty "crimes" that Peretti was
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prosecuted every day at school-especially in gym class, but also in the halls, on the school grounds, even in his own
neighborhood. No wonder he found himself relating to movie monsters who were hated but also feared-and who eventually
exacted a bloody revenge on their tormentors! In Peretti's case, deliverance eventually came-through time, through prayer,
through a teacher's caring intervention, and his own willingness to seek help. But he has never forgotten what life was like
at the bottom of the junior high foodchain. And from the reservoir of those agonizing memories he sends a compelling
message to victims, to bullies, and to authorities who have the power to intervene-that it's never OK for the strong to abuse
the weak. And that we allow such abuse at the expense of our souls and our very civilization. Especially in the wake of the
massacre at Columbine High School-perpetuated by two troubled but also tormented outsiders--this message takes on
haunting resonance. Frank Peretti believes we cannot afford to overlook the continuing reality of wounded spirits, not only
in our schools, but in our homes, churches, and workplaces. His approach is both tender and tough as he issues a ringing
call for a change in attitude. It's a call for all of us to stop thinking of abuse as "normal," even among kids. It's a call for the
strong to stand up and protect the weak, not prey upon them. It's a call for those in authority to pay attention to the
violence being done to the vulnerable in the midst of our everyday lives and to take action to help. Most of all, it's a call for
bullies and victims alike (many of us are both) to seek the healing and forgiveness offered in Jesus Christ. For that healing is
really the heart of this book-the only reality that can break the natural cycle of victimization and abuse. Only in Christ,
Peretti reminds, is there hope for the wounded spirits-but that hope ispowerful enough to change everything.

Possible Side Effects
If you're fat and fail every diet, if you're thin but can't get thin enough, if you lose your job, if your child dies, if you are
diagnosed with cancer, if you always end up with exactly the wrong kind of person, if you always end up alone, if you can't
get over the past, if your parents are insane and ruining your life, if you really and truly wish you were dead, if you feel like
it's your destiny to be a star, if you believe life has a grudge against you, if you don't want to have sex with your spouse
and don't know why, if you feel so ashamed, if you're lost in life. If you have ever wondered, How am I aupposed to survive
this? This is How.
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